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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

Answer all parts of a question at a place. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 
 a) Differentiate between web server and client.  
 b) What is POP? Explain.  
 c) Define and differentiate between pseudo-op and machine-op.  
 d) Why TCP/IP protocol is a must for Interent connectvity? Explain.  
 e) Write a code for the alter message box.  
 f) Give example of at least rwo conditional statements in javascript.  
 g) Give at least 4 methods in javascript that can be used with the string 

object. 
 

 h) What is the meaning of padding? Explain it using an example.  
 i) Differentiate between HTML DOM and XML DOM method.  
 j) What is the difference between java application and java applet?  
    
Q2 a) Give an account of the emergenece of world wide web. Give the 

historical backgroud as well. 
(5) 

 b) Explain ordered, unordered amd listed lists in HTML using examples. 
 

(5) 

Q3 a) Briefly explain the various data types and objects used in java script. (5) 
 b) Write a java script that will enable a user to enter a word in lower case 

and on clicking a button will concert to uppercase 
(5) 

    
Q4 a) Briefly explain the various data types and objects used in java script. (5) 
 b) Write a program in java script that will accept a name and display the 

name in a message prompt with the length of the name. 
(5) 

    
Q5 a) What is difference between absolute and relative units in CSS? Give 

example of margin and padding to explain these two. 
(5) 

 b) What is the difference between DIV and SPAN? Explain using 
example. 

(5) 

    
Q6 a) What are the adventages and disadvantages of CGI? (5) 
 b) Describe scalar variables and operators in PERL and explain its usage 

in an example. 
(5) 
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Q7 a) What are the applet life cycle methods? Differentiate between init() and 
start() method. 

(5) 

 b) Write an program using applet to display EXAMINATION when mouse 
is clicked on the applet window. 

(5) 

    
Q8  Write notes on any two of the following: (5 x 2) 
 a) Web architecture  
 b) Inner HTML  
 c) 

d) 
Exception handling in javascript 
JOptionpane 
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